
Who the Hell is Ray King? 
I met Ray King in the mid-70’s at the 
Honky Tonk Hilton Chili Cookoff and 
have considered him a great friend ever 
since that day. I became Great Pepper of 
the Cowtown Pod in 1978 and Ray King 
served as Pepper Popper and Vann York 
as head judge. In the late 1970’s after 
competing in a chili cookoff in 
Oklahoma where there were no judging 
cups and the cooks were asked to turn in 
their entire pot of chili with the cooks 
name and city written on a piece of duct 

tape attached to the lid of the pot, Ray and I discussed the need to have 
fair judging for all cooks involved. Ray King lead the movement to 
formalize cooking and showmanship rule where all competitors could 
have a fair judging and earn their way to compete in the CASI 
championship in Terlingua each year. In a motorhome at a cookoff in 
Flatonia, TX, Ray lead a small group to write the basic rules which are 
still used today by the CASI organization. 
 
Ray then organized CASI into a corporation and developed the structure 
for the first Board of Directors which is still the business part of the CASI 
organization today. 
 
Serving as the first president of CASI, Ray then organized the first Great 
Pepper’s meeting at Paul Smith’s Sky High Ranch in Mineral Wells, 
Texas. At this first Great Peppers meeting the first CASI memberships 
and first sanctioned cookoff fees were developed to begin the revenue 
stream which is still the backbone of the revenue needed to conduct 
CASI’s business operation on a day-to-day basis. 
 



Last month CASI lost a true fighter for the rights of all CASI cooks to be 
judged fairly, to have their points recorded, and the right for all cooks 
invited to Terlingua to be qualified by CASI rules. 
 
Ray was truly a CASI Pioneer and a great friend, I will truly miss the few 
times we saw each other during the years, but the memories will always 
be with me. 
 

Richard Knight 



Ray King 

 

In the late 1970’s after competing in a chili cookoff in Oklahoma where there were no judging 

cups & the cooks were asked to turn in their entire pot of chili with the cooks name & city 

written on a piece of duct tape, Ray King led the movement to formalize cooking & 

showmanship rules where all competitors could have a fair judging & earn their way to compete 

in the CASI championship in Terlingua each year.  In a motorhome at a cookoff in Flatonia, TX, 

Ray led a small group to write the basic rules still used today by CASI. 

 

Ray organized CASI into a corporation & developed the structure for the first Board of Directors 

which still recognized today. 

 

Serving as the first President of CASI from 1978-1985, Ray then led the way in conducting the 

first Great Pepper’s Meeting at Paul Smith’s Sky High Ranch in Mineral Wells, Texas.   At this 

first meeting, the first CASI memberships & first sanctioned cookoff fees were developed to 

begin the revenue stream which is still the backbone of the revenue needed to conduct CASI’s 

business operation on a day-to-day basis.   

 

Ray served as CASI Executive Director, President, TallyMaster, Sponsorship Chair, and 

Treasurer.  He was Great Pepper of the Purgatory Creek Pod and Alamo Area Pod.  He was Life 

Member #L0007 and proud owner of two Old 320 sites.   He was selected to the Houston Pod 

Chili Hall of Flame in 1983 & awarded the CASI Pioneer Award in 2011.  Ray placed in chili at 

TICC several times. 
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